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Synium Software releases CleanApp 4 Public Beta
Published on 10/26/12
Synium is proud to announce the immediate availability of CleanApp 4 Public Beta. The next
generation of Synium's popular uninstallation and system maintenance has been completely
rewritten and offers new features as for example a brand new user interface, tools for
system maintenance, sophisticated methods for finding unused and obsolete files and a much
clearer perspective on all extensions installed in the system.
Mainz, Germany - If you have ever asked yourself, why your free hard drive space is
constantly shrinking and why your system gets slower and slower although it had been
really snappy after installing, CleanApp will provide you with answers. CleanApp 4 has
been rewritten from the ground up in order to make your work with CleanApp more pleasant.
The brand new user interface focusses on the most often required features and offers you
quick access to all important tasks.
Having used your Mac for months and years many large and no longer needed files will
accumulate. CleanApp looks for files that have not been touched for a long time and you
can decide wether to keep these files or delete them. Furthermore, CleanApp looks for
duplicate files, empty folders and unnecessary language packs.
CleanApp 4 allows you to access OS X's built-in maintenance scripts without having to open
the Terminal or another utility. Additionally, CleanApp 4 checks your hard drive for
possible errors or impending drive failure, repairs user permission or creates a new
Spotlight index in case it's causing problems or slows down your system.
CleanApp 4 does not only search for applications, it also shows you which system
extensions, fonts, Dashboard widgets, QuickTime components or Safari plugins are installed
in your system. Since they are usually hard to find in OS X and placed in several
different locations, it's not easy to know on which extensions are loaded and possibly
slow down your Mac. CleanApp views them all neatly arranged ind well-structured lists.
Only a few clicks are required to say good bye to old extensions which might have been
there for years without helping you at all.
System Requirements:
* CleanApp 4 requires OS X 10.6.8 and later
* OS X 10.8 Montain Lion is fully supported
Pricing and availability:
While in public beta cycle, CleanApp 4 sells for just 14.99 USD. After releasing the final
version, CleanApp will be priced at 19.99 USD. Updates for customers who purchased
CleanApp before June 1st, 2012, are just 4.99 USD. The update is completely free of charge
for all customers who purchased Version 3 on or after June 1st, 2012.
CleanApp 4:
http://www.syniumsoftware.com/cleanapp4/
Download CleanApp:
http://www.syniumsoftware.com/download/cleanapp4.dmg
Screenshots:
http://www.syniumsoftware.com/cleanapp4/gallery.html
App Icon:
http://www.syniumsoftware.com/cleanapp4/images/iconLarge.png
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Synium Software GmbH has been developing software exclusively for the Mac since 2005 and
for the iPhone since 2008. The products range from productivity applications to multimedia
software and iPhone and iPad applications. All Material and Software (C) 2005-2012 Synium
Software GmbH / All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and Mac OS X are registered
trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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